Standard Weber DCOE Mounting Flange Pattern is used.

**Throttle Ø:**
- 800-040: 40mm Ram Tube, Butterfly, Manifold
- 800-045: 45mm Ram Tube, Butterfly, Manifold
- 800-048: 48mm Ram Tube, Butterfly, Manifold
- 800-050: 50mm Ram Tube, Butterfly, Manifold
- 800-243: 45mm Ram Tube, 43mm Butterfly, 40mm Manifold
- 800-245: 48mm Ram Tube, 45mm Butterfly, 43mm Manifold
- 800-248: 50mm Ram Tube, 48mm Butterfly, 45mm Manifold
- 800-250: 52mm Ram Tube, 50mm Butterfly, 47mm Manifold
- 800-252: 55mm Ram Tube, 52mm Butterfly, 52mm Manifold

**Ram Tube PCD:** 65mm